5V5 FOOTBALL GAME ASSESSMENT RUBRICS
Offence
Level 4

Move away from defender and into
open space to receive the ball in a
position to attack the goal

Quality criteria to indicate student’s level of attainment
Receive the ball with control when on the
Pass the ball when marked to a teammate
move and dribble, pass or shoot to attack
who is in a position to attack the goal
the goal

Dribble past defender to attack the
goal and, shoot within ability

*Student is able to create scoring opportunity.

Level 3

Move away from defender and into
open space to create options for
teammate to pass, dribble or shoot
[L04]

Receive the ball with control and look for
open space and teammates before
dribbling, passing or shooting [L02]

Pass the ball when marked to a teammate
who is open, move away from defender
and into open space to receive the ball
[L01]

Dribble into open space towards the
goal and shoot when within ability
[L05 and L06]

Pass the ball when marked to a teammate
who is in the open and move into open
space

Dribble into open space towards
opponent’s goal [L03]

Pass the ball to a teammate and move

Dribble into open space

*Student is able to receive on the move and look up
before making a decision to pass, dribble or to shoot.

Level 2

Move away from defender and into
open space to receive the ball

Receive the ball with control when on the
move
*Student is able to receive when on the move (move
may be slow); focus on the ball first, pause, and then
look up to pass.

Level 1

Move into space to receive the ball

Receive the ball with control from a
stationary position

*Student is able to dribble into open space, eg. In
their defensive half.

Indicator
Capability
Defence
Level 4

Level 3

Move

Receive
Pass
Student is able to play a 5v5 Football game with appropriate rules

Dribble/ Shoot

Quality criteria to indicate student’s level of attainment
Mark the attacker and intercept the ball and pass to support
Mark the attacker and regain possession of
Regain possession of the ball after running back from an
or set up a counter attack
the ball to support or set up a counter attack
advance position and pass the ball to teammates to set up
an attack
Intercept the ball when it is within the defender’s reach [L07]
Mark the attacker to prevent the attacker
Run back from an advance position after losing possession
from shooting [L011]
to mark an attacker or cover an attacking space [L09]
*Student is able to mark and prevent attacker from receiving the ball by
interception.

Level 2

Mark the attacker and prevent the attacker from receiving the
ball [L010]

Level 1

Follow the off-the-ball attacker

Mark the attacker to prevent the attacker
from dribbling towards the goal or passing to
teammate in an advance position [L08]
Follow the on-the-ball attacker

*Student is able to loosely mark the attacker

*Student is able to loosely mark the attacker.

Indicator
Capability

Mark off-the-ball attacker

Run back after losing possession to mark an attacker

Mark on-the-ball attacker
Student is able to play a 5v5 Football game with appropriate rules

Run back after losing possession to defend
Mark attacker on counter attack

